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LGHS has second annual lip dub Science fair occurs

by Elizabeth Monsef
News Editor

The annual LGHS lip dub took place on Fri., March 13 at tutorial to celebrate our school spirit. This year the student body and
staff jammed out to Taylor Swift’s Shake It Off. The students were
decked out in school sports apparel, club wear, and of course,
black and orange. The leadership class provided noisemakers and
loads of sparkly confetti to hype up the crowds and spice up the
video. Students lined up from the quad all the way through the
science wing and up to the football field. Several clubs, teams,
and groups on campus stood together to dance to the music
and display their school spirit. Some of these groups include
the LGHS Band, Yearbook, field hockey, girls water polo, and
the swim team. Leadership assigned various students to sing
portions of the song, giving them the ability to represent LGHS.
This is the second LGHS Lip Dub ever produced, last
yea’sr being the first. Students showed their school pride
to the song Party in the USA by Miley Cyrus. The students
ended on the front lawn last year, but, due to construction,
this year the lip dub ended on the football field. After the
camera passed the students, they would migrate to the field
where the video was wrapped up with the I Believe cheer,
usually chanted at LGHS sporting events and spirit rallies.
The Leadership class planned the lip dub and ASB President senior
Natalie Scott and VP senior Ashley Mains worked hard to make
the event a success. Leadership is currently working on editing the
lip dub video to publish on the internet and spread LGHS pride.

According to senior Kira Barsten the video will be released at
the spring spirit rally on April 3. Barsten says, “My favorite part of
the event was seeing everyone join together by team or with club
or by friends and just dance and sing along. It was a nice break
from the school day, and I’m really excited for the spirit rally so
everyone can see the final product!” Barsten admits that the team
had a few difficulties but, like any other project, were able to
work as a team and improve. She also mentions, “Every year with
every event we find new things to improve on, so I’m excited to
see where Leadership takes this next year.” Hopefully we can continue this great new tradition here at LGHS. We look forward to
seeing the new lip dub video on April 3 at the school spirit rally.

by Sarah Sullivan
Web Editor

On March 11, 19 students in the Advanced Science Research class
competed at the 2015 Synopsys Science & Technology Championship at
the San Jose Convention Center. The students displayed their individual
science projects that they created and worked on throughout the year
with the assistance of Cathy Messenger, the adviser to the class. The
LGHS students who participated are sophomores Zohair Ahmed, Sabrina
Chan, Sarah Shaw, Talal Sohail, Jacob Swenberg, Connor Tinsley, Noah
Gundotra, and Elina Yon; juniors Michelle Wang, Mason Julian, Shomik
Jain, and Anne Zepecki; and seniors Ilian Herzi, Michela Gori, Laila
Sathe, Chinmay Vaidya, Olivia Woodford-Berry, Rachel Resnick, and
Leron Perez.

LIP DUB: Students showed their spirit with costumes, dance routines, and energy.
SCIENCE FAN CLUB: Many spectators came to see the high schoolers showcase their projects.
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TRIPOD SPIRIT:Mackenzie Jackson, Olivia Pla, and Kira Barsten wrap up the video.

SHAKE IT OFF: The featured students from the video gather for a picture on the steps.

Front lawn is nearing completion
by Jonathan Friedland
Editorial Editor

A construction company is like a struggling student. Project deadlines are set, but rarely met and timetables are laid
out but seldom followed. Poor students usually get grounded,
have their phones taken away, or even get locked in a room
and told to not come out until their homework is done. Now
I’m not saying we should do this to the construction workers,
although the fence around the front lawn is pretty hard to
climb and escape out of.
When construction began on the front lawn in September
to replace the steps, pathways, and the grass, the opening
date was set for January. However, as students were leaving
for Christmas Break and noticed that the front lawn still
looked like a tundra, the contractors pushed back opening
day to March.
Yet, as March rolled around and the grass was installed, a
new opening month was picked. The third scheduled reopening is supposed to happen at the all-school barbeque in May.
Because the date lies so close to graduation, many seniors are
worried that they might be walking down the library steps,
community steps, or even the football field bleachers.
However, assistant principal Kevin Rogers asserts that,
“the front lawn will be open by the all-school barbeque.” He
even said that it could open earlier depending upon when
the contractor deems the front lawn suitable for hordes of

students to walk on it.
As of now, the front lawn belongs to the contracting company
and if its damaged in any way, its the corporation’s responsibility
to pay for it. However, as soon as the fence is taken down, the
company is no longer responsible for the lawn and the school
assumes all financial responsibility if any part of the grass is
damaged. Thus, the administration is being especially prudent in
opening the lawn.
All we can do right now is look forward to experiencing a
couple last lunches on the grass before the year comes to an end.

D. Lyle

Vaidya, whose experiment is titled An In Vitro Study of The Mitigation of Atherosclerosis via Magnetic Hyperthermia, is one of the eleven
students from LGHS who received awards at the Synopsys fair. The final
results regarding what the students won will be released on Sun., March 29.
Vaidya stated that he has no words to describe the experience. “It
was hours and hours and hours of being stained by food coloring, hoping
I didn’t get electrocuted, hoping my clot was real enough, and hoping
that I didn’t accidentally catch on fire. It was the most fun I’ve had in
a long time and I feel like I
got closer to science than I
did through any other class.”
This is Vaidya’s third year in
Advanced Science Research
and his third time participating in the Synopsys Science
Fair.
Yon also participated,
presenting her experiment,
Effects of Pistia stratiotes
Phytoremediation of Nitrogen and Phosphorus, and
Effects of Nitrogen and
D. Lyle
Phosphorus Enriched Pistia SCIENCE RULES: Students put together poster boards.
Stratiotes as Organic Mulch
Fertilizer on growth of Lactuca sativa, which also won an award. “There
are rows and rows of poster boards and hundreds of people.” said Yon. “It
is an opportunity to present all the work you’ve done over the last year
to people that will understand.”
ASR is initially not a lot of work, according to Yon. The first semester
is mostly students planning and finding out how to do their experiment.
Once all the research is done, second semester gets much more intense
as students complete their experiments. While it winds up being a lot of
work, Yon says that she learned how to work independently and develop
better time management skills.
The Synopsys Science Fair has been around for decades, but the program has gained wider fame and prestige in the last twenty years after it
received a $3 million grant in the 1990s. The competition is designed to
encourage careers in science in technology among high school students.
They are also affiliated with Society for Science & the Public, who selects
students to continue to compete in state and national competitions such
as the well-known Intel International Science & Engineering fair.

LAWN OPENING: The reopening is supposed to take place at the all-school barbeque.

North Forty Plan is threatening LG with overpopulation
by Rachel Salisbury

would be a problem mostly on the Highway 85 exits.
The main issue Town, not City faces at the moment is not a significant pro-N40 population, but a lack of interest among Los Gatos
citizens. While a large number of Los Gatos citizens have voiced
discontent regarding the plan and development, very few show up to
town meetings or actively petition their local government. In order
to influence the outcome of these deliberations, it is essential to find
a way to participate in activities such as town meetings, whether
one is for or against the North Forty Specific Plan.

Editor-in-Chief

As overpopulation issues such as a lack of parking spaces and
full classes begin to plague LGHS, many students and parents
have started to pay more attention to the general overpopulation issue in Los Gatos. Over the course of the past year, the Los
Gatos town council has approved a variety of plans that allow
for further residential and commercial development in Los Gatos
that compounds pre-existing traffic problems, crowds campuses,
and causes other symptoms of a rapidly expanding population.
The citizen-run initiative Town, not City aims to draw public
attention towards town council activities and hold town council
members accountable for the implications of passing bills that
allow for further development.
The North Forty Specific Plan (N40), which will allow for
the construction of up to 364 homes and additional commercial
developments in Los Gatos, is the most recent offender against
the Town, not City’s goal. The N40 applies to 40 acres at the
Highway 85 and Highway 17 intersection that is within Los Gatos
town boundaries; the area was designated as mixed commercial
and residential use by an amendment to the Town’s General Plan
passed in 1993.
According to Diana G. Abbatti, LGUSD Superintendent, in
a letter detailing her concerns with the North Forty Specific

TOWN NOT CITY: The main issue Town, not City faces is a lack of interest among Los Gatans.

Plan as they concern LG schools, it is projected that the North Forty
developments would add 180 new students to the Los Gatos public
school system, a burden Town, not City believes LG is not currently
prepared to handle.
Other than issues regarding additional residential areas, Town, not
City has qualms surrounding the construction of Stanford Medical, Palo
Alto Medical, Swanson, Super CVS, and an extended Netflix headquarters in LG. The traffic that would be brought in by these buildings would
magnify the congestion during rush hour. This increased congestion
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NEW HEADQUARTERS: The construction of buildings such as Netflix HQ threaten traffic.

